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Abstract

Cycles is an interactive installation that establishes an intimate relationship between  
the visitor's physical body and simulated organisms. It explores notions of transience  
and identity that draw inspiration from Buddhist philosophy. Cycles creates a situation  
that causes the visitor to experience his or her own body in a state of mutability and  
transience. Cycles merges the appearance of the visitor's hand with a visual repres -
entation of a swarm simulation. By bridging the gap between the virtual and physical,  
a hybrid entity comes into existence whose rapidly changing body blends artificial  
and natural properties. This hybrid entity progresses through a life cycle that reenacts  
the four Buddhist sufferings.

1. Introduction

Cycles  employs  an  interactive  generative  system  to  create  visuals  that  become  
perceivable on the surface of the visitorʼs hand. It draws from conceptual ideas and  
technological  means  that  have  been  developed  throughout  various  projects  in  
engineering  and  art  that  employ  video  projection  on  the  human  body.  Artistic  
motivations for employing this technology usually center around a desire to transform  
the human body into something more malleable and ephemeral than it usually is and  
to blur the boundaries between the physical and the intangible. The fl exibility and 
visual quality of body projection has increased alongside technical developments in  
video projection, video tracking and video processing. In particular, the combination  
of contemporary dance and new media has been and still  is an important driving  
force to adapt and transfer these technological advances into the domain of the arts  
[1]. 
The application of body projection as a real time and interactive aspect in an artwork  
or stage performance has long been hampered by a lack of computational power.  
Earlier dance performance works by Klaus Obermaier such as D.A.V.E (premiered in  
1999) and Vivisektor (premiered in 2002) employ fi nished movies as visual content  
for body projection [2]. Similarly, the dance trilogy De Humani / Corporis / Fabrica by  
Pablo Ventura that was premiered in between 2002 and 2005 and that employs body  
projection as important choreographic element also relies entirely on pre-made movie  
material  [3].  Accordingly,  these  performances  required  a  perfect  timing  and  
positioning  of  the  dancersʼ  movements  in  order  to  achieve  the  desired  overlap  
between the dancersʼ appearance and the video projection. 
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With the advent of more powerful computers and graphics hardware, the possibility  
for live processing of camera images and real time generation of visual feedback  
freed the artists and dancers from the constraints of  entirely predetermined body  
visuals  and  allowed  for  a  much  higher  degree  of  spontaneity  and  personal  
expressivity  than  previously  possible.  More  recent  works  such  as  Apparation  by  
Klaus  Obermaier  (premiered  in  2004)  [4]  or  Mortal  Engine  by  dance  company  
Chunky Move (premiered in 2008) [5] emphasize this newly gained freedom in body  
projection by employing real-time generative visuals that are very responsive to the  
dancersʼ  movements.  The authors  of  this  article  have also  been involved in  two  
dance projects that employ real time interactive visuals for body projection. Here, the  
visuals are generated via swarm simulations that react to the dancersʼ movements  
[6]. The first performance entitled Gods and Dogs was choreographed by Jiří Kylián  
and premiered in 2008. The second performance entitled 2047 was choreographed  
by Pablo Ventura and premiered in 2009. 
Contrary to body projection in dance choreography, the application of this technique  
in installation art is very rare. One notable example is the work entitled Mutsugoto by  
DistanceLab [7]. This installation displays the movement of remote touch gestures as  
white traces on the bodies of the two interacting participants.  Even rarer is video  
projection on only parts of the human body such as the human hand. Here, one of  
the  most  famous  examples  stems  from  a  research  project  in  human  computer  
interaction (HCI) entitled Sixth Sense. This project employs a wearable camera and  
beamer  setup  to  display  visual  information  on  physical  objects.  In  one  of  the  
scenarios of this project, the human hand is transformed into an interface via video  
projection [8]. Another HCI project entitled Information Falls Like Rain also employs  
the hand as surface to display visual information [9]. But contrary to the Sixth Sense  
project, the setup consists of a stationary camera and beamer and allows several  
users to cooperate in accessing and manipulating information via their hands. The  
authors are aware of only one installation artwork that employs video projection on  
the visitorsʼ hands. This artwork by Chris Sugrue is entitled Delicate Boundaries [10].  
It is of particular relevance here, since it not only shares the hand projection aspect  
with Cycles but also employs visualizations of virtual creatures that move over the  
visitorʼs body.

2. Concept

The project  Cycles has emerged from the authors long standing interest  into the  
relationships  and  roles  that  can  be  established  between  humans  and  simulated  
artificial organisms. Cycles experiments with an extreme form of relationship, one  
that fuses the human body with artificial organisms and thereby gives rise to a hybrid  
entity  that  blends  natural  and  artificial  properties.  This  fusion  was  achieved  by  
projecting  a  visual  rendering  of  the  artifi cial  organisms  directly  onto  the  visitorʼs  
hands. The hand as a projection surface was chosen since it constitutes a prominent  
part  of  the  human  body.  It  is  one  of  the  few body  parts  we  are  almost  always  
consciously  aware  of.  It  is  an  integral  component  for  our  perception  and  action  
capabilities. It provides detailed tactile sensations, it is almost always present in our  
visual  field  and it  is  essential  for  active  exploration  and  manipulation.  For  these  
reasons,  we  concluded  that  the  transformation  of  the  visual  appearance  of  the  
visitorʼs hands via body projection would have a strong effect on the visitorʼs self  
observation and awareness. 
In  order  to  explore  various  manifestations  of  such  a  close  relationship  between  
natural  and  artificial  organisms,  the  properties  and  behaviors  of  the  artifi cial 
organisms gradually change during a visitorʼs interaction with the installation. During  
certain stages, the artificial organisms treat the visitorʼs body as a host in either a  
symbiotic  or  parasitic  relationship.  During  other  stages,  the  artifi cial  organisms 
become part  of  the visitors body by behaving as cells or  cell  groups. The visitor  
witnesses  the  occurrence  of  these  changes  while  the  hybrid  entity  progresses  
through a brief live cycle. The visitor experiences the birth of the hybrid entity at the  
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beginning  of  the  interaction,  observes  its  growth  and  maturation  and  is  fi nally 
confronted with its death. The design of the life cycle draws inspiration from Buddhist  
philosophy. According to Buddhist philosophy, the concept of self and the experience  
of  identity  undergoes  a  continuous  process  of  development  and  change.  Every  
attempt to cling to a fixed notion of identity results in the painful experience of the  
four sufferings of life: the suffering of birth, aging, sickness and death. Cycles revisits  
this notion of identity. It creates a situation that causes the visitor to experience his or  
her own body in a state of mutability and transience. The life cycle of the hybrid entity  
reenacts the four Buddhist sufferings.

3. Implementation

3.1  Hardware

Cycles has been exhibited as a small installation that is placed in a dark room and  
that is intended to be experienced by a single visitor at a time. The hardware of the  
installation consists of a table or pedestal that is 105 cm high and that is painted in a  
black color that absorbs near infrared light (see Figure 1). The table houses two Mac  
Mini computers that operate under Mac OS X 10.6 and that run custom developed  
software for video tracking, simulation and visualization and that communicate with  
each other via an ethernet connection. Attached to the table is a custom support  
structure that vaguely resembles a desk lamp. It houses a small video projector, a  
camera whose lens is covered with a daylight blocking filter and an array of infrared  
leds that serve as light source (see Figure 2). The projector, camera and infrared light  
source are all directed towards the surface of the table. The daylight blocking filter  
prevents the camera from detecting the projected video image. The infrared light  
source provides sufficient light for the camera to detect the visitor’s hand as a bright  
object in front of a black background. 

Figure 1: Cycles Installation. The photo depicts the table version of the  
installation.
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Figure 2: Cycles Installation Detail. The photo shows the  structure that  
houses a video projector, a camera and an infrared light source.

3.2  Software

The software  component  of  the  installation  includes several  different  custom de -
veloped applications. 

3.2.1  Video Tracking

A video tracking software combines standard computer vision functionality provided  
by the OpenCV library [11] with algorithms for geometric interpretation of hand con -
tours.  The  software  discriminates  between  hand-like  and  non-hand-like  objects  
based on the number and depth of concave indentations in the contour of the detec -
ted objects. For hand-like objects, it determines the position, orientation and length of  
the fingers and wrist and the size and center of the palm (see Figure 3). The tracking  
software runs on one Mac Mini and sends the geometrical hand information via UDP/
IP to the simulation software that runs on the other Mac Mini.

3.2.2 Agent Simulation

The simulation and visualization software consists of three different programs. This  
segregation of the software was necessary because the two authors work with differ -
ent development environments (Nokia Qt and Apple Cocoa) and in different program -
ming languages (C++ and Objective-C). The three different programs correspond to  
different stages in the hybrid entity’s life cycle. The simulation programs implement a  
two dimensional swarm simulation that comprises not only BOIDS type of flocking  
behaviors [12] but also additional behaviors. Some of these additional behaviors al -
low the agents to respond to the presence and position of various hand properties  
whereas other behaviors cause the agents to change their visual appearance. 
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Figure 3: Hand-Tracking Software. The screenshot depicts the hand’s  
contour as yellow lines, the fingers’ and wrist’s orientation as red lines,  
and the boundaries of the palm as gray lines. 

Figure 4: Simulation Software. The screenshot depicts the chemicals  
and agents that respond to the hand’s presence during the stage of  
sickness

The second and third simulation programs also implement artificial chemicals that are  
distributed within the agents’ environment and whose concentration are changed by  
the agents, the visitor’s hand, and the chemicals themselves. Since the agents also  
react to the presence of these chemicals, these simulations implement a simple form  
of stygmergic interaction among the agents and between the agents and the visitor  
(see  Figure  4).  The  first  and  third  simulation  programs  have  been  implemented  
based on software libraries that have been previously developed as part of  a re -
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search project entitled Interactive Swarm Orchestra [13, 14]. The behaviors and ap -
pearances of the flocking agents and chemicals gradually change while each of the  
simulation programs is running. These changes are pre-choreographed and occur  
over a fixed amount of time. Once a simulation program has come to an end, the  
next simulation program is automatically started. Once the third and last simulation  
program has quit, the life cycle begins again with the starting of the first simulation  
program. The entire duration of a life cycle is about 5 minutes. 

The  first  simulation  program  controls  the  stage  of  birth.  Initially,  the  agents  are  
scattered as small white dots across the table surface and remain mostly stationary  
(Figure 5a). This stage is maintained as long as no hand is detected. When a hand  
appears, the agents move towards the center of the palm in a spiraling motion (Fig -
ure 5b). In the center of the hand, the agents start to oscillate and assume cell like  
shapes (Figure 5c). Finally, they begin to follow the contour of the hand, tracing it with  
lines that represent their trajectories (Figure 5d).

Figure 5a: Stage of Birth, Phase 1 Figure 5b: Stage of Birth, Phase 2

Figure 5c: Stage of Birth, Phase 3 Figure 5d: Stage of Birth, Phase
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The second simulation program controls the stage of growth. This simulation em -
ploys a combination of swarm simulation and chemical simulation. There exist two  
type of chemicals that diffuse across a two dimension grid that spans the simulation  
space. The first chemical is produced by the visitor’s hand and exerts an attractive  
force on the agents. The second chemical is produced by the agents and causes the  
agents to avoid each other. At the beginning, agents appear as fast moving small  
dots representing frog spawn and are attracted to the visitor’s fingertips (Figure 6a).  
From there, the agents slowly move along the fingers towards the center of the hand.  
During this travel, the agents’ shapes transform from spawn to tadpole (Figure 6b) .  
Once the agents have reached the center of the hand, their shapes transform into  
that of a frog. In this form, the agents move in a jumpy motion towards the wrist of the  
hand (Figure 6c). 

Figure 6a: Stage of Growth, 
Phase 1

Figure 6b: Stage of Growth, 
Phase 2

Figure 6c: Stage of Growth, 
Phase 3
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Whenever the agents loose contact with the hand, they are immediately transformed  
back into their initial frog spawn phase. 

The third simulation controls the stages of sickness, aging and death. This simulation  
also employs a combination of swarm simulation and chemical simulation. The chem -
ical simulation implements a Gray-Scott Reaction Diffusion System [15] and is imple -
mented in OpenCL to benefit from the processing speed of the graphics hardware  
[16]. The stage of sickness starts with a random distribution of agents that appear as  
green dots and gradually elongate into bacteria shapes (Figure 7a). Subsequently,  
the hand starts to emit chemicals that appear as white and red blobs. The agents are  
attracted to these chemicals and remove them when they move across. (Figure 7b). 

Figure 7a: Stage of Sickness, 
Phase 1

Figure 7b: Stage of Sickness, 
Phase 2

Figure 8a: Stage of Aging, 
Phase 1

Figure 8b: Stage of Aging, 
Phase 2
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At the beginning of  the stage of  aging,  the  agents  disappear  and the chemicals  
spread  as  white  blotches  across  the  hand  (Figure  8a)  .  Soon  after,  the  agents  
become visible as fast moving black trails that move perpendicular to the contour of  
the hand and remove any chemicals that lie in their path (Figure 8b). 

This scarring of  the hand surface increases until  the stage of death begins.  This  
stage is characterized by a sudden expulsion of all chemicals from the hand (Figure  
9a). The white chemicals flow across the table. The agents appear as white lines that  
initially remain within the hand contour but gradually start to circle around the posi -
tions of the finger tips (Figure 9b). Finally, the white chemicals disappear and the  
agents begin to move in an erratic zig-zag path that finally freezes into crack-like  
structures (Figure 9c). 

Figure 9a: Stage of Death, 
Phase 1

Figure 9b: Stage of Death, 
Phase 2

Figure 9c: Stage of Death, 
Phase 3
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3.2.3 Installation Automation

Small  Bash Shell  and Python control  scripts manage the initialization, supervision  
and stopping of the various programs in their correct sequence. System settings in  
Mac OS X control the automated rebooting and shutdown of the computers before  
and after the exhibition’s opening hours. Thanks to this automated control, the exhibi -
tion of the Cycles installation does not require any manual maintenance. 

4. Results and Discussion

So far, the Cycles installation has been publicly shown on three occasions. During a  
single day at the campus festival at the Soka University in Hachioji, Japan in August  
2009. For about three weeks during the ISEA Festival in the Museum für Kunst und  
Kunstgeschichte in Dortmund, Germany in August and September 2010. And for four  
days during the lab30 Festival in the Kulturhaus abraxas in Augsburg in November  
2010. These three exhibitions provided excellent opportunities to evaluate the install -
ation with respect to its technical functionality and the visitors’ interaction and experi -
ence. 

4.1 Technical Results

The stability of the installation’s hardware and software has proven to be sufficient to  
survive the exposure to  visitors during the well  frequented exhibitions for  several  
weeks. Throughout all this time, no manual intervention was needed. The responsiv -
ity of the software to visitor interaction was excellent, even when several people inter -
acted at the same time. The main software related problem concerns the robustness  
of the hand tracking system. Since the tracker looks for concave section in object  
contours, it tends to ignore hands when there is no spacing in between the fingers.  
This problem occasionally led to confusion among the visitors. With respect to hard -
ware, the main problem concerns the low brightness (15 lumen) of the employed  
beamer (Adtec pico beamer AD-MP15A). The projection is easily outshined even by  
moderate room lighting. 

4.2 Visitor Observation

Interesting insights into the visitors’ interaction and experience were gained by simply  
observing what visitors do when left on their own. Here, the most problematic aspect  
of the installation became apparent right from the beginning. Most visitors didn’t real -
ize that the installation remains mostly inactive unless they place their hands onto the  
surface of the table. Obviously, the design of the installation didn’t provide sufficiently  
good affordances for the expected interaction behavior. By observing the activity of  
previous visitors or consulting the exhibition staff, most of the visitors finally engaged  
with the installation in the intended way. Once this initial obstacle had been surmoun -
ted, most visitors kept interacting throughout several life cycles, without ever remov -
ing their hands from the table surface (see Figure 10). This behavior was also only  
partially expected by the authors since the simulations had been designed to also  
create interesting reactions when a hand was temporarily removed from the visual  
field of the camera. Other than that, the reactions of the visitors were very encour -
aging. Visitors expressed strong emotional and sometimes vocal responses to the ef -
fects of the hand projection. Many people engaged into playful and explorative forms  
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of interaction with the virtual organisms. For example, some visitors lifted their sleeve  
to observe the frogs move underneath it. Some visitors experimented with different  
hand orientations and in some occasions even figured out that they could play ping-
pong with the agents by placing two hands underneath the camera and alternatingly  
closing and opening the hands. It was particularly interesting to observe how several  
visitors interacted at  the same time,  luring the creatures away from each other’s  
hands or by joining their hands into a multi-fingered monstrosity of a hand to which  
the creatures responded in unintended ways (see Figure 11). 

Figure 10: Visitor Interaction. Most visitors learned from each other  
how to interact with the installation.

Figure 11: Visitor Interaction. The installation encouraged some visitors  
to engage into social interactions to exchange creatures.
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4.3 Visitor Feedback

We also engaged into brief discussions with some visitors in order to obtain a more  
detailed feedback. Most visitors were positively surprised and emotionally touched by  
the close proximity that was established between the virtual creatures and their own  
body.  Their  emotional  reactions  ranged  from  surprise,  amusement  and  empathy  
(mostly during stages of birth and growth) to disgust (stage of sickness), mild shock  
(beginning of the stage of death), and sadness (end of the stage of death). Some vis -
itors experienced the organisms’ presence in a very physical way and told us that  
they felt tactile sensations when the creatures moved across their skin. Most visitors  
were puzzled by the technical realization of the interaction and some of them were  
quite convinced that the installation responded to body heat. When we explained the  
technical implementation and the pre-choreographed timing of the installation’s beha -
vior, some visitors were disappointed that the interaction didn’t respond in a more  
open ended and diverse fashion to different visitors. 

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Overall, the authors feel encouraged by the visitors’ mostly positive feedback con -
cerning their experience with the Cycles installation. As the authors had hoped for,  
the interactive body projection managed to achieve a blending between the appear -
ance and behavior of the visitor’s hands and the artificial creatures that resulted in an  
emotionally touching experience of a close relationship between natural and artificial  
life forms. We therefore feel encouraged to conduct further research and realize more  
artworks that are based on this approach. 

The current version of Cycles emphasizes a form of interaction that allows each visit -
or to experience a full live-cycle regardless of his or her particular behavior. Accord -
ing to the feedback of some visitors, it seems that this approach has led to a too rigid  
form of interaction that lacks diversity in its response to different visitors. For this  
reason,  an important future direction will  involve improvements towards a greater  
open endedness and personalization of the interaction. 

Based on the initially somewhat surprising observation that quite a lot of visitors en -
gaged into social interactions among each other while experimenting with the install -
ation, we feel that it would be worthwhile to create future installations that specifically  
emphasize these social phenomena. For example by using the visitor’s faces as pro -
jection surfaces, the visitors would have to rely on each other for observing and influ -
encing the virtual organisms. 

Further promising research directions involve the establishment of more permanent  
forms of hybrid entities via body projection. This could for example be achieved by  
embedding pico projectors as wearables into the clothing of people. The technical as -
pects of such a setup could probably be similar to the implementation in the Sixth  
Sense project [8].

Finally, we might want to explore other modalities such as hearing or touch in order to  
blend the perception of the human body and the virtual creatures. The combination of  
visual and tactile sensations is particularly interesting since the cross correlation of  
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these senses seems to be very useful for integrating artificial objects into a person’s  
own body image [17]. 
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